
Linder Health Chemical Peels
Formulated by a Board-Certified Dermatologist and PhD Organic Chemist, and born from a
commitment to long-term skin health and healthy aging, Linder Health peels dramatically
improve visible signs of skin damage, while aiding in kick starting healthy cellular metabolism to
optimize the function of your skin, all with low inflammation and low downtime.

Target The Root Cause of Skin Damage
As we age and are exposed to more and more external stressors, our body’s ability to remove
senescent cells (cells that have stopped multiplying) decreases. These dysfunctional cells can
release chemicals that trigger inflammation, weakening the function of nearby healthy cells and
inducing or accelerating visible damage to the skin, including wrinkling, loss of volume and
elasticity, discoloration, thinning of the skin, and more.

Linder Health chemical peels aid in initiating selective cellular apoptosis, or “programmed cell
death,” to eliminate senescent cells. This process breaks down a cell’s contents to be digested
by immune cells, without causing inflammation.

Formulated for Regular Maintenance & Low Downtime
These low-inflammation formulas allow for more regular peel treatments, up to every 2 weeks,
to correct existing skin damage and help maintain overall skin health.

These formulas trigger microscopic exfoliation and light flaking, which means you can reapply
makeup, work out, and get back to your normal life immediately, unlike the downtime associated
with more invasive procedures.

Inside the Formulas
● Acids In Carefully Chosen Concentrations

○ Linder Health’s AHA and BHA blends are no more than 30% of the total formula.
At these lower concentrations, these peel formulas trigger light exfoliation,
without the irritation.

● Optimal pH
○ These formulas are adjusted to stay within the pH sweet spot, 3 - 3.5, which is

low enough to react with the skin’s natural pH of 5.5, while limiting inflammation
and irritation.

● Specialty Ingredients
○ With 3 formulas boosted with targeted ingredients to treat specific concerns,

including hexylresorcinol, glycolic acid, tranexamic acid, and more, there is a
Linder Health Peel Formula to treat any concern.

● Solvents to Enhance Delivery



○ Solvents are used to dissolve active ingredients, such as acids and specialty
ingredients, so the skin can absorb them. Linder Health formulas use solvents
synergistic to the ingredients in each formula for deeper penetration into the
layers of the skin.

Slow & Reverse Visible Damage
Linder Health offers 3 formulas to treat any skin type or concern including:

● Fine lines and wrinkles
● Rough skin texture
● Uneven skin tone
● All forms of discoloration including sun spots, age spots, yellowing and redness
● Active breakouts
● Scarring and pitting left from cysts, pimples and pustules
● Hypersensitivity
● Compromised barrier


